The Central Government Real
Estate Agency deploys real estate
to realize central government’s
objectives. Together with and
while taking into consideration
its surroundings.

The Central Government Real Estate Agency
Whether it’s a tax office, a barracks, a prison or a
Defence Ministry training ground, the Netherlands’
Central Government Real Estate Agency makes
sure that buildings and sites are safe and ready for
use. That way every state government employee
and military personnel can do their work properly
in a professional and inspiring setting.

One of the Central Government
Building Agency’s main tasks is
to maintain and manage buildings
and grounds belonging to central
government and the Dutch
Ministry of Defence.
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1| Volkel Airbase is located in a rural part
of the Municipality of Uden (Province of
Noord-Brabant). It is one of two Dutch
F-16 bases.
2| The Central Government Real Estate
Agency is developing a spatial plan
for the Zeeland-Flanders Canal Zone
in cooperation with the Province of
Zeeland, the Municipality of Terneuzen
and Zeeland Seaports port authority.

What do we do?
We make sure that our prison buildings are secure.
That the public can view Dutch art treasures in
accessible, ultramodern museums. We arrange
maintenance and further investments in court and
office buildings, resolve malfunctions, and conduct
fire safety inspections. We do all this to keep the
central government’s buildings and grounds up to
scratch. We work on military barracks, naval ports
and airbases so that Defence Ministry employees
can carry out their operational duties properly.

De Haar military training grounds
south of Assen. The 450-hectare
site is used to train military units
stationed at the nearby Johan
Willem Friso Barracks.
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Many of the buildings and sites that we manage
for central government and Defence are unique.
Our buildings may occupy a prominent spot in
a city, for example, where they have become
an integral part of the urban fabric and serve as a
benchmark for the local community. Many military
training grounds and artillery ranges are designated
nature reserves. Their military use goes hand in
hand with a concern for the ecology, resulting in
extensive areas of nature with exceptional wildlife.
In addition, the Central Government Real Estate
Agency auctions tenancy rights to petrol station

along highways, and has worldwide responsibility
for the underwater wrecks of Dutch trading ships
from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. For
the Ministry of Defence, we arrange environmental
permits for airbases, artillery ranges and ports,
and we ensure that plans drawn up by other public
authorities allow for the Ministry’s fly, security and
noise zones.
Expertise and professional skill are important
to us. The Central Government Real Estate Agency
employs experienced project and process
managers, building managers, lawyers, restoration
specialists and engineers, but it also has ecologists
and art historians on its payroll. We work in
historic buildings and brand-new offices, out in
the countryside and right in the heart of the city.
The demands on central government’s properties
change all the time. We make sure that new
buildings are built and existing buildings are
renovated when necessary. We sell property that
is no longer required. The Central Government
Real Estate Agency makes sure that not only the
authorities and government employees, but all of
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1| The building that houses the Cultural
Heritage Agency of the Netherlands
has a glass façade with various technical
features, among which a ventilated double
skin façade and low-emissive glass.
2| In 2014, the Central Government Real
Estate Agency sold 125 million euros worth
of surplus state-owned property. The
properties included former prisons and
sub-district court buildings.

Dutch society benefits from state-owned buildings
and grounds. Our property portfolio is unique,
varied and complex. We are aware that we manage
these properties not just for ourselves, but for
the generations that will follow. A future-proof
property portfolio can stand up to rapid and
sometimes unpredictable fluctuations in the
demand for real estate.

moves to another location, how does that affect
regional employment? How can we redevelop
a former naval site into a public area? The Central
Government Real Estate Agency is often a linchpin
in these processes. Financial considerations and
community interests play a role in our decisions.
The Central Government Real Estate Agency
keeps a close eye on what is happening in society.

Planning for the future

Cooperation with the commercial market

To minimise the number of vacant buildings and
sites and to streamline office occupancy, we work
with master plans that match central government’s
demand for space to the buildings we have
available. We believe it is important to make
efficient use of all our properties, even non-office
buildings. After all, the demand for sites and
buildings changes constantly. For example,
at least 15 prisons will be closing their doors in
the coming years.

The Central Government Real Estate Agency
cooperates frequently with municipal and
provincial authorities, water authority, and
commercial parties in the worlds of construction
and real estate. Our properties often require
a custom approach. Our experience has made
us specialists in dealing with unusual properties.
We recognise the opportunities and challenges,
and seek out the best solutions. We redevelop,
build and manage our properties in cooperation
with the private sector, e.g. architects and
construction firms. As a government agency,
we set an example for others when it comes
to transparent public procurement.

What do we do with a prison that central
government no longer needs? Can we repurpose
a vacant government office building? When a court
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Unique ‘double skin façade’ of
the RWS Westraven office building
in Utrecht. The outer skin is
suspended at a meter’s distance
from the inner glass skin and is
made partly of gauze, allowing for
natural ventilation and permitting
windows to be opened.
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1| The buildings of the Binnenhof complex
in The Hague urgently require major
maintenance. The complex houses the
council chambers of the Dutch House of
Representatives and Senate, the offices
of the Dutch prime minister and cabinet,
and the Ministry of General Affairs.
2| Combining fire safety, maintenance and
energy consumption inspections improves
efficiency.

We are a professional commissioning body that is
both innovative and cost-conscious. That is why
we increasingly work with integrated contracts.
These contracts may encompass multiple disciplines
or cover a longer period of time, for example
from the construction of a building or site to its
maintenance and management. We are also
running trials with various innovative contract
models, such as maincontracting.
We take our exemplary role seriously. For instance,
we are an active partner in De Bouwcampus,
a public-private partnership set up to stimulate
innovation across the entire building sector, in
particular in terms of cooperation (in the chain),
sustainability, safety, quality of life, and reducing
the costs of failure.
The Central Government Real Estate
Agency has drafted a master plan
for renovating and restoring the
landscape around Huis Doorn manor
house and museum. After its avenues,
stands of trees and buildings are
renovated, the park will regain its
status as a heritage site of Dutch and
international significance.
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Quality
Spatial quality and architecture are important
concerns in major renovation and construction
projects. The Chief Government Architect advises
us about such matters. That way, the sites and
buildings for which we are responsible blend into

their environment and retain their architectural
or historic value. If an historic building or site is
scheduled to undergo major alteration, a thorough
preliminary study is required. That was the case
when plans were drawn up to renovate the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. The most extensive
renovation and restoration ever carried out on this
building, which dates from 1855, took place under
our supervision. It is now an up-to-date museum
that satisfies the demands of our age and can deal
smoothly with millions of visitors. The adaptations
have not harmed the integrity of the original
design. Cultural heritage is in good hands with us.
The Central Government Real Estate Agency also
has vast experience commissioning new buildings.
At the present time, we are supervising the
construction of a new building for the Dutch
Supreme Court in The Hague. We also recently
invited tenders for the development of the Michiel
Adriaanszoon de Ruyter Barracks for the Royal
Navy, which will be constructed in the outer
harbour of Vlissingen.
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1| The Central Government Real Estate
Agency is responsible for building safety and
for the safe construction and maintenance
of state-owned property. We also develop
tools to eliminate safety risks during property
management and use and require our
contractors to make use of these tools.
2| The new building complex on the Frederik
Barracks grounds in The Hague includes
a hotel for military officers.

Sustainability
We are concerned with quality of life and
sustainability, and deal responsibly with the three
Ps of sustainability: people, planet, and profit.

close to The Hague Central Railway Station will
be powered and heated exclusively by renewable
sources of energy.

Nature management
We do everything possible to reduce energy
consumption in our buildings and to maintain
peak performance standards for our indoor
climate systems. We save energy by ensuring high
occupancy rates in central government offices.
Starting in 2019, all new government buildings
will be virtually energy-neutral. We use as many
recycled or reused materials as possible in our new
buildings and redevelopment projects. All of our
purchases are sustainable, whether we are
acquiring equipment, infrastructure, goods,
services or energy
Our role as a trendsetter is obvious in what we do,
for example our partnership with the municipality
of The Hague in the EnergieRijk2020 project.
The aim of the project is a full sustainable energy
supply, not just in one building but across an entire
area. By 2020, 18 separate government buildings
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The Central Government Real Estate Agency is one
of the top three nature management organisations
in the Netherlands (along with the Netherlands
Society for the Preservation of Nature
[Natuurmonumenten], and the State Forest Service
[Staatsbosbeheer]. We manage more than 90,000
hectares of land, 30,000 of which are Ministry of
Defence sites, many of them military training
grounds. The Central Government Real Estate
Agency works with Natuurmonumenten to improve
avian and fish populations in and around Lake
Markermeer. We also manage the public grounds of
Het Loo Palace near Apeldoorn. For us, real estate
also encompasses nature management.

Disposal and redevelopment
The trend at the moment is to sell and redevelop
properties rather than build new ones. With the
number of government employees declining and

After many years of exhaustive
preparation, the State now plans to
transfer development of HEMbrug,
a former Ministry of Defence site in
Zaandam, to the commercial
market.
HEMbrug is up for sale!
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1| After refurbishment, the office building
at Rijnstraat 8 in The Hague will house
the offices of five different central
government organisations, including
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and the Ministry of Infrastructure
& Environment.
2| Shared entrance of the Prison Gate
Museum and the Prince Willem V Gallery
in The Hague.

The Central Government Real
Estate Agency manages
approximately 30,000 hectares of
land owned by the Dutch Defence
Ministry. More than two thirds
consist of training grounds and
artillery ranges designated as
nature reserves. The training
grounds are open to the public.
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with adjusted standards for accommodation,
central government needs fewer offices than
before. The Defence Ministry has shrunk in size in
recent years. A number of prisons are scheduled to
shut down. Central government will be disposing
of unusual properties that it no longer needs.
By 2020, it will have disposed of 0.9 million square
meters of office space and 1.9 million square
meters of other properties. All this involves
complex considerations. Which branches and
buildings will central government retain and which
will it sell off, and where? Which buildings and
sites are eligible for redevelopment? What new
purpose can they serve, and which parties should
be involved? The Central Government Real Estate
Agency encourages innovative thinking and
research into the possible repurposing of unusual
properties that are important to the identity of
the local community. For example, we are working
with the Municipality of Amsterdam to redevelop
the 14-hectare Kattenburg Naval Grounds,
which the Ministry of Defence will be leaving in
phases between now and 2018. A new future has
been envisaged for this centrally located site,

with combined residential and commercial
buildings and recreational amenities. We recently
sold the Tapijn Barracks in Maastricht and the
Blokhuis Poort in Leeuwarden. Central government
office buildings that have become superfluous to
requirements have been transformed into housing
for first-time homeowners or students.
The National Military Museum in Soesterberg is
a good example of the successful redevelopment
of a former Defence Ministry site. In all these
cases, a complex that was no longer required
by government has been given a new and
promising future.
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The new National Military Museum
is located on the north side of
a former military airbase in
Soesterberg. In addition to its
Defence-wide collection, the
museum houses the collections of
the Army Museum and the Military
Aviation Museum.
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1| Interior of the new National Military
Museum in Soesterberg.
2| Turfmarkt 147 in The Hague are
the offices of the Ministry of the
Interior and Kingdom Relations and
the Ministry of Security and Justice.
The two office towers are located in the
heart of The Hague. His Majesty King
Willem-Alexander presided over
the opening ceremony in 2013.

Regional differences
There are clearly many regional differences in all
these cases. Even in a single city, the options can
vary enormously from one building or site to the
next. The decisions depend on various factors.
What will a specific change mean for the region,
for the local quality of life, and for employment?
After all, real estate concerns people too. For central
government to dispose of properties in a socially
responsible manner, it has to coordinate its plans
with other authorities. For example, it may mean
using office buildings temporarily for other
purposes to avoid flooding the local real estate
market with properties and to ensure the best
financial result in the longer term. Government
supports sound, new initiatives in that regard, by
seeking out a range of different partnership types,
new financing models, and smart combinations of
the foregoing. Reuse and transformation require
an innovative approach.
Sometimes sale is not the best solution, or it even
proves impossible to sell a property quickly.
In such cases, we can grant parties temporary
management of the building or develop a property
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ourselves with a view to its sale. That is what is
happening with Valkenburg Naval Airbase, a
former Defence Ministry site in the heart of the
Amsterdam-Rotterdam conurbation and close to
the dunes, from which the public had been barred
for more than 70 years. The Central Government
Real Estate Agency is working with the
Municipality of Katwijk to develop a residential,
commercial and recreational area on the site
where the focus is on sustainability. The aim is to
build 5000 homes. Until construction begins, some
of the hangars and buildings will be rented out.
The Binckhorsthof Building – a former Ministry of
Defence office building in The Hague – illustrates
how an office building that is proving difficult to
sell can be used for other purposes temporarily.
The Binckhorsthof Building has been transformed
into a bustling multitenant building for the sports
and dance worlds. This way it again plays an
important role within the local community.

The Central Government Real
Estate Agency manages a
well-balanced property portfolio
that satisfies the requirements
of today and reflects the diversity
of central government.
The National Archives Building
in Zwolle combines a safe and
secure repository with a public
service function.
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1| The new Eurojust building will arise in the
International Zone of The Hague. The Dutch
Government has a policy of making suitable
locations available to organisations such as
Eurojust and Europol.
2| Hembrug is a former Defence Ministry
site in Zaanstad (near Amsterdam).
The Central Government Real Estate Agency
is transforming Hembrug into a new
business park for the creative industry.

New use

We are working with local
authorities and commercial parties
to repurpose three domed prison
buildings in Breda, Arnhem and
Haarlem.
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Municipal and provincial authorities are given
priority when Central Government decides to sell
off buildings or grounds that it no longer requires.
To avoid unfair competition on the real estate market,
however, they are required to pay market prices
for these properties. However, their preferential
treatment gives cities and regions an exceptional
opportunity to acquire a unique building and give it
a new future. Such a purchase can boost the local
housing market or enliven the local arts and culture
scene. If the municipal or provincial authorities are
not interested in a state-owned building, then we
widen the circle of potential purchasers. That way,
everyone has a fair chance, and central government
earns the optimum yield from the sale, bringing
things full circle; after all, state-owned buildings
are paid for out of tax revenues.
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